Palma’s mission is to forge men of character, strength and conviction. As a community it is vital we share that vision. With your help Palma will keep its promise. **THE PALMA FUND** bridges the tuition gap and also helps to improve technology, facilities, professional development and financial aid.

*Please send your gift in the enclosed envelope, online at palmaschool.org, or with this QR*
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President’s Message

Dear People of Palma,

Everyone is thought to be somewhat of an expert on schools as each one of us has spent an enormous amount of time in class or at least in attendance at some neighborhood educational institution that kept us pretty well busy from early morning until mid-afternoon if not longer. One might argue that it was time well spent, or not. I would like to believe it was time well spent and continues to be time well spent for the hundreds of our Boys of Promise I see here on the Palma campus each and every day.

Palma School is committed to preparing young men for college and beyond. Our students arrive here as true Boys of Promise and graduate with their senior brothers as Men of Character. Palma is especially proud of the growth each young man, each class makes while on this campus. No two students are alike; no two classes are alike. Each has his own personality, each has his own gifts, each has his own skill sets, all leading to a force unmatched for special things to happen under the Palma umbrella. Extraordinary things happen here on a regular basis. Our academics have never been better. Our athletics continue to establish the standard by which other schools and their teams are measured. Palma’s commitment to social justice and providing opportunities for our students to see how many of the unfortunate of the world get by on a daily basis with so little has never been stronger.

Our students possess the magic of music; they embrace their gift of reading well at liturgies and arguing strongly in support of a given cause in Mock Trial. Our students learn to reason and to think and to listen. Our students come with a wide range of interests and various gifts that are totally unique as each matters. Our students learn to respect themselves and others; they are challenged to treat women as equals and to be a voice for the voiceless. Our students are taught the sanctity of life as well as the need to practice their self-discipline on a daily basis.

The movement from being a Boy of Promise to being a Man of Character doesn’t happen by itself or with the mere turning of the calendar pages. This is the beauty of Palma today — better than ever and getting better.

Best wishes!

Brother Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
President

The movement from being a Boy of Promise to being a Man of Character doesn’t happen by itself or with the mere turning of the calendar pages. This is the beauty of Palma today — better than ever and getting better.
Board of Directors Chairman’s Message

Palma Family and Friends,

A handshake is such a simple thing that it is often overlooked. As I stood on the stage at our graduation in May, I had the chance to shake each graduate’s hand as I handed out diplomas. It was an honor to be a small part of their sending forth. I am happy to report that I did not get a single limp-wristed handshake. These young, confident men are off to the next stage in their lives well prepared to meet the challenges ahead. For me that sums up what Palma is all about — educating the young men who enter our halls and classrooms — preparing them to be Chieftains among the men (and women) of the world.

Of course, our graduates do not end up on the stage simply by handshakes. A lot of time, talent, and treasure have been poured into Palma. We owe a great deal of thanks to our faculty and staff, parents, family, friends, and benefactors. They are what make this great institution run so well.

Palma always strives to fulfill the mission of Blessed Edmund Rice — to educate all youths, regardless of their circumstances. Keeping that mission in mind, I want to reiterate to all of you that every young man’s family receives the benefit of a lower tuition through the generosity of our donors. Tuition fees alone do not cover the cost to educate our students, so I encourage you to think about making the Palma Fund part of your annual giving. For those who have given, I look forward to the opportunity to shake your hand in gratitude for what you do for Palma.

Go Chieftains!

Eric G. Mueller
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Palma always strives to fulfill the mission of Blessed Edmund Rice — to educate all youths, regardless of their circumstances.
Principal’s Message

Palma School! I am thrilled to be here! There is a wonderfully charged atmosphere among the Palma Family as the start of each new school year presents new beginnings...new changes...new horizons. It is my hope and prayer that we will honor the legacy of Catholic school success and tradition that precede us — a rich and storied history where highly dedicated and qualified teachers, staff, volunteers, parents, alumni and benefactors make their investments of self to champion a mission of the highest purpose for the benefit of our young men — the world’s future.

God has a way of closing and opening unanticipated doors for us, putting us in just the right places at the right times in our lives. Our calling to this holy adventure of a Palma education is no exception. It is no mistake that any of us is here. Nor is there any mistake in our commitment to our sons’ future. Each of us has been chosen to be here. And each of us, in turn, chooses to sacrifice...to labor...to commit ourselves to the priority of educating remarkable young men for a world that so desperately needs them. Is there anything more important?

Successful schools do not just happen; they are created. Forged by the toils of highly committed teachers, staff, volunteer parents, participating students and a supportive community, schools can be positioned for great success. Driven by a passion for learning, I believe in the wonders of education and the sanctity of people. Schools are sanctuaries for thought and agents of change for our society. There is tremendous need in our world for learning and leadership.

So it is with this humility and gratitude in mind that I beseech you all to share our joy and energy as we commit ourselves to making Palma School greater, stronger, and ever more successful. We have a history here of many good and giving people with willing and gracious hearts. I encourage you to continue this legacy with the same generous hospitality with which you grace my presence as your humblest of leaders.

Go Chieftains!

David J. Sullivan
Principal

And each of us, in turn, chooses to sacrifice...to labor...to commit ourselves to the priority of educating remarkable young men for a world that so desperately needs them. Is there anything more important?
Advancement Director’s Message

Our President’s Report is an expression of our heartfelt gratitude to every member of the Palma School family and reflects all that we have accomplished together. As we look back, it is easy to see that it was an extraordinary year for our Palma students. Our fundraising efforts were focused on the Palma Fund and growing our Financial Aid Endowment and Scholarships, and as you will discover in the following pages, you came through for us once again.

The enthusiasm and pride for our school that is shared by students, alumni, parents and grandparents is rare and something that we all cherish. Whether you volunteered your time, attended an event, made a financial contribution — or perhaps even did all three — you made a difference in the lives of our students and helped make Palma School stronger. Stepping up and saying “yes” is affirmation of your belief in the educational experience we provide and helps ensure that we will thrive for generations to come. As educators, it is motivating to know that our community recognizes the importance of our mission and that you are moved to join our effort.

The Advancement efforts at Palma School are numerous, but always focus on the same thing — helping the school provide an outstanding educational experience and meaningful programs for our students. Each year you are asked to give to the Palma Fund and each year you generously support this necessary cause. These funds bridge the gap between tuition and the real cost of education at our school, and help finance our outstanding curriculum and programs. It also enables us to offer financial aid to our families that need assistance. Family outreach at its best!

We remain committed to helping boys of promise become men of character. On behalf of everyone at Palma, thank you for all you do to support our students and our mission.

Tracy Jones
Director, Institutional Advancement

Whether you volunteered your time, attended an event, made a financial contribution — or perhaps even did all three — you made a difference in the lives of our students and helped make Palma School stronger.
MISSION STATEMENT

Palma is dedicated to providing young men an excellent college-preparatory education in a Roman Catholic environment that embraces The Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother Education and challenges each individual to develop spiritually, intellectually, morally, physically, and socially.

Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother Education

I. Evangelize youth within the mission of the church.
II. Proclaim and witness to Catholic identity.
III. Stand in solidarity with those marginalized by poverty and injustice.
IV. Foster and invigorate a community of faith.
V. Celebrate the value and dignity of each person and nurture the development of the whole person.
VI. Collaborate and share responsibility for the mission.
VII. Pursue excellence in all endeavors.
The Power of a Palma School Education

by Roger Rybkowski

The world is rapidly changing and schools today need to be more nimble than ever before to keep pace with the opportunities and consequences of technology. With tremendous sadness, however, we must also be mindful that it’s a world that includes school shootings. What was unthinkable only a decade or so ago is now something that requires constant vigilance.

Despite the cause, our political leaders seem to point their fingers wherever the money tells them. Influence peddling at the root of our government makes progress toward a solution impossible to determine, let alone implement.

The national argument continues to focus on how to stop the violence and mitigate future attempts. Reduce the number of guns, restrict the availability of guns, increase personal surveillance, improve mental health screening and treatment, and limit exposure to violence in the media circle around in a perpetual vortex. All of these address the “how” of the problem, but few people attempt to understand the “why.” Perhaps that’s because in a population that is becoming more secularized each year, the “why” stands in the way.

Study after study shows church attendance declining in the US over the past 60 years. Could there be a corresponding correlation? Where else exists a strong argument for the sanctity of human life? Has our society become so inconvenienced by others that we have forgotten how we once revered life? Have we become so cynical about a higher presence that we’ve lost our tolerance for being human?

Movies and video games glamorize the nobility in taking life as part of a “me against the world” narrative. Yes, it’s been argued for decades that exposure to violence doesn’t create violent behavior nor desensitize young minds. But as was lamented by the late Paul Harvey, how can we believe that and yet all agree that a person’s behavior can be influenced by a 30-second commercial?

Add to that the enormity of the internet compared to one’s community. It’s easy to fall into the trap of inferiority and inadequacy when bombarded with stories and images of others whose lives appear to be as close to perfection as one can get. This, however, is not the only influence the internet imposes.

There was a time when stories in books, on TV and at the movies, for the most part, had happy endings. These stories reinforced the notion that perseverance would result in a meaningful and beneficial outcome. How many “real life” videos, or reports in our 24-hour news cycle, contain a moral imperative? Sure, the stories of old were just “made up,” but they successfully instilled hope and an optimism for the future. They did “influence” people.

Parents of the 60s and 70s were accused of letting their children watch too much TV. How many parents today allow their children to sink, unescorted, into the internet…into a world of no limits where anyone is free to express a point of view, truth not withstanding? What compounds internet influence is the number of young successes. If the perception exists that “paying one’s dues” is no longer required for success, then where is mine?

All of this, combined with the pressures of growing up and fitting in, certainly has the ability to make a young person feel powerless. It’s widely regarded that each act of violence is a cry for help. Could each act of this magnitude be an attempt to generate power…an act conceived within the misinterpretation of what power is and how it works?

It’s not by accident that Palma adopted the phrase, “Be powerful. Be a Chieftain.” a few years ago. It’s not intended to appeal to those who seek power, but rather defines the personal outcome of our school and campus culture.

Chieftains learn that real power comes from giving voice and autonomy to others. Recognizing that people around you could use a hand, and then lending that hand, is how we have the power to stand on our own two feet and the power to sleep well at night. Acknowledging a higher power, or even just respecting those who do, carves out a comfortable place for us to dwell and adds order to our lives.

In addition, students at Palma learn that each Chieftain has value. It’s a community that pulls those on the margin in, rather than pushing them out. True acceptance, true tolerance, true friendships are all a part of Palma culture. Supporting each other is how we find our unique power. Our unique power is how we thrive in the world.

At Palma, being powerful has nothing to do with muscles nor intelligence. It’s about becoming a friend, a supporter, a mentor. Through these actions, life has value and the future looks inviting.

Add to that rigorous academics, championship athletics and meaningful service and one starts to understand the “power” of a Palma School education.
College Bound

The students in the graduating class of 2019 are attending some of the finest universities in the country. We are proud to announce the colleges in which our graduates are enrolled.

Congratulations Class of 2019
Palma’s Top Ten Men of 2019

Part of Palma’s mission is to instill in its young men a passion for learning and provide a solid educational foundation on which to build. Each year we salute the seniors whose outstanding performance in the classroom exemplifies this mission. Congratulations to the following 10 seniors who had the highest grade point averages in their class and received noteworthy nods from universities across the nation.

Daniel “Marco” Pezzini
US Naval Academy
Engineering

Jack Lanini
Colorado School of Mines
Undeclared

Tommy Padilla
USMA West Point
Life Sciences

Dane Dizon
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Civil Engineering

Caspar Silvania
UC Davis
Undeclared

Grant Sergent
University of San Diego
Undeclared

Chris Campo
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Engineering

Erin Limbo
UC Berkeley
Computer Science

Sam Lathos
Chapman University
Business Administration - Finance

Kevin Beach
University of Washington
Business Pre-Major
High School Graduation Awards

Daniel Marco Pezzini  Monsignor Thomas J. Earley Gold Medal for Scholastic Proficiency Valedictorian
Jack Lanini  Monsignor Thomas J. Earley Gold Medal for Scholastic Proficiency Salutatorian
Declan Grant  Palma Gold Medal in Theology
Samuel Lavorato  Palma Gold Medal in English
Jack Lanini  Palma Gold Medal in Social Studies
Daniel Marco Pezzini  Palma Gold Medal in Mathematics
Thomas Padilla  Palma Gold Medal in Foreign Language
Diego Guajardo  Palma Gold Medal in Science
Joseph Lynn  Palma Gold Medal in Fine Arts
Dane-Matthew Dizon  Palma Gold Medal in Music
Alexander Moret  Palma Loyalty Award
Nathan Dodd  Palma Leadership Award
Caspar Silvania  Principal’s Leadership Award
Dane-Matthew Dizon  Monroe Award for Proficiency in Mathematics
Daniel Marco Pezzini  Brother Martin D. Cunningham Award for Excellence in English
Caspar Silvania  Brother Charles J. Avendano Award for Excellence in Social Studies and Service
Matthew Morasca  Christopher Hitchcock ’77 Inspirational Science Award
Daniel Marco Pezzini  W.H. “Hank” Muller Outstanding Scholar Athlete Award
Thomas Padilla  Brother M.L. Crumlish Athlete of the Year Award

Junior High School Graduation Awards

Marc Asuncion  The Reverend Monsignor Thomas J. Earley Award for Religious Studies
Carl Nielsen  English Award
Matthew Iverson  Mathematics Award
Carl Nielsen  Music Award
Elias Farotte-Kruchas  Literature Award
Marc Asuncion  Social Studies Award
Trey Houghton  Science Award
Elias Farotte-Kruchas  Foreign Language Award
Joseph Secondo  Fine Arts Award
Noah Olzanowski  The Gerald D. Flowers Golden Chieftain Scholarship Award for Service
Logan Guerini  Brother Charles McManus Award for Scholarship, Leadership, Citizenship, and Sportsmanship
Bradley Collins  Palma Investors Club Scholarship
Congratulations to the members of Palma class of 2019 who became Distinguished Scholars. They each received special recognition for their extraordinary effort after successfully completing a rigorous set of scholar requirements.

Dario Cano  
Bilingual Scholar

Dane-Matthew Dizon  
STEM+ Scholar

Nathan Dodd  
STEM+ Scholar

Edwin Espinola  
STEM+ Scholar  
Bilingual Scholar

Christian Gomez  
Bilingual Scholar

Jack Lanini  
STEM+ Scholar  
Bilingual Scholar

Sam Lathos  
STEM+ Scholar

Erin Limbo  
STEM+ Scholar

Joseph Lynn  
Bilingual Scholar

Thomas Padilla  
Bilingual Scholar

Oscar Rubio  
Bilingual Scholar

Caspar Silvania  
Excellence in the Humanities Scholar  
Bilingual Scholar
What had intrigued him about Palma was that the school’s Integrated Student Outcomes (ISOs) were very much in line with those established at West Point.
Jon Christensen started life being adopted as an infant in Fargo, North Dakota. Shortly after, his new family moved to Iowa so his father could attend graduate school. They eventually landed in Sacramento where his father taught high school physics.

In high school, Mr. Christensen was a three-sport athlete lettering in football, wrestling and track. Athletics was, perhaps, the birthplace of a life of tenacity. He recalls not being the most talented athlete, but pushed himself hard, making the track team despite the coach showing little interest and earning the spot of captain of the football and wrestling teams. With graduation approaching, he knew he wanted a life of independence. The means to that end was the US Military Academy. An appointment to West Point would provide “an extra layer of discipline” and allow him to attend a quality college without burdening his parents with the expense. From his 18-year-old perspective, it didn’t hurt that he was destined to live 2,800 miles away from his home town.

Despite the gauntlet that is securing an academy appointment, and receiving no help from his parents (his father was against the idea) nor school counselors, Mr. Christensen managed to procure a seat. So tenacious was the effort that he really cannot explain how he did it. After graduation in 1980, he found himself in the West Point class of 1984.

Disappointed that the academy was not the experience he had envisioned, Mr. Christensen applied to colleges in California during his sophomore year, garnering an acceptance to UC Berkeley, among others. After visiting some campuses during the summer, he determined that West Point was, indeed, his best option and made the commitment to return his junior year, knowing it carried with it an obligatory five-year tour of duty after graduation.

In 1984, Lieutenant Christensen’s tenacity earned him a spot in both Airborne and Ranger Schools before arriving in Hawaii as a part of the Army Corps of Engineers. He discovered the Army was not the same as West Point and that he had found himself a career and soon after a wife with the marriage to Teresa, whom he had known from high school.

His military service would span three decades with stops around the globe that included combat tours in Iraq. He earned a master’s degree in applied mathematics from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey and another in national security and strategic studies from the Naval War College in Rhode Island. Highly decorated, including the Army Distinguished Service Medal and two Bronze Stars, he achieved the rank of full colonel and was selected for brigade commander at three commands. During his 30 years, he also was assigned to teach mathematics at West Point and in the operations research department at NPS.

Life Part Two — Monterey
Mr. Christensen retired from active duty in 2014, accepting one more set of orders: from Teresa to return to Monterey. He thought his destiny lay in teaching mathematics at the junior college level, but receiving offers that were geographically undesirable, he applied to Palma School.

What had intrigued him about Palma was that the school’s Integrated Student Outcomes (ISOs) were very much in line with those established at West Point, moving beyond the academics to include social, spiritual and physical aspects of development. Still, adjustments were necessary to teach high school students after having taught military college. Despite pre-arrival trepidation, he found the students to be mature, the faculty to be welcoming and a refreshing emphasis on academics.

“What took me by surprise was the maturity of Palma students. Being an all-boys school I was worried about the testosterone levels and how many fights there would be and how much bullying was going on. And, that’s what impressed me the most in the first years. My extra duty was in the gym where they’re playing basket-ball and they’re going at it hard and I thought I would be breaking up skirmishes every day. I did that for two years and I never saw a conflict. It still amazes me how much they take care of each other.”

What makes Mr. Christensen a perfect fit at Palma is his set of expectations. Of course he expects his students to learn the subjects being taught. In addition, however, his goal is to teach his students how to be problem solvers.

“In calculus you have to take a lot of data and put it in the right order so you can solve the problem. Problem solving is a skill, a way to think.”

He also strives to teach students to be good consumers of information, which comes directly from his classes in calculus and statistics. He wants students to recognize the origin of information, the motivation behind its promotion, and how to both challenge and build a factual case to support or overturn what is being promulgated. With so much false information available today, this discernment is crucial for people to lead lives of success.

Lastly, he wants students to become life-long learners; to appreciate and find the beauty in all things, including mathematics and physics.

Is it easy to teach these concepts to high school students? Not always, but Mr. Christensen continues to prove that anything can be accomplished…when you apply hard work and prodigious tenacity.
Chieftain Spring Sports

Baseball

Varsity Head Coach: Phil Giammanco ’87 / PCAL 11-11 / Overall 15-14

Despite leading the league in scoring over the course of the season, the varsity baseball team’s pitching corps was plagued with injuries and only managed to break even with an 11-11 record in league play. The 11 recorded wins was good enough to grab a playoff berth. Colin Neff ’19 led the pitching staff with a 3-1 record over 11 appearances on the mound. His 24 strike outs was bested only by Gabriel Razo ’19 who recorded 34 Ks in 31.1 innings pitched. Jon Jon Berring ’20 was team leader at the plate with 14 RBIs on 21 hits. Senior Jerry Flores also recorded 21 hits. Flores accepted a scholarship to play ball at Concordia University in Portland. Bering has signed a letter of intent to play college ball at Santa Clara University. Having only five seniors on the varsity squad means most of the team will be returning for the 2020 season.

JV Head Coaches: Vic Rossi ’68 and Chip Campion ’68
League 14-6 / Overall 17-7

Junior Varsity was loaded with great young talent amassing a 14-6 PCAL record scoring 226 runs to 92 by their opponents. Four of their six league losses were by only one run, showing dominance with the sticks and solid defense to back up their hurlers. The team was buoyed by the performance of Joe Cardinale ’22, Luke Rossi ’22, Antone Mercurio ’21, Noah Paz ’21 and Jeremy Valenzuela ’22. With only five spots vacated on varsity, the team looks to retain a healthy chunk of talent in 2020.

Frosh Head Coach: Joe Derousi / League 10-5 / Overall 16-8

The freshman team proved worthy of taking the field as they forced their will to a winning 10-5 league record. Solid pitching kept opponents on their heels while their bats did a lot of talking at the plate. With the exception of some close scores with two worthy opponents, they served up a fair share of blowouts. The team benefited from the efforts of Ethan Chrisman, Joey Finley, Caesar Aldisert and Luke Alvarez.

Golf

Head Coach: George Gatanaga

The varsity golf team was virtually a new team having graduated four players in 2018, three of whom received offers to play college golf. They showed great improvement as the season progressed finishing in third place in the Gabilan Division in PCAL. Grant Gatanaga ’19 and José Calderón ’19 qualified individually for CCS.

Adolfo Campos ’19 sets up his put.

José Calderón ’19 is precision on the green.

Joe Castaneda ’20 delivers the pitch.

Jon Jon Berring ’20 makes his break for home.

Luke Alvarez ’22 and Caesar Aldisert ’22
Lacrosse
Head Coach: Vince Brigantino | League 8-4 | Overall 10-9
A good portion of their roster graduated in 2018, but the team stayed solid as they earned their way to a winning record in 2019, finishing third in their division. Returning senior Luke Brigantino kept opponent goalies busy. Anton Strasser ’20 will be returning again this year and is expected to remain one of the league’s top goalies. Ethan Pavlet ’20 is another stand-out returning starter. He was named a US Lacrosse, Central California Academic All American.

JV Head Coach: Greg Beach | League 6-1 | Overall 9-5
The JV team finished with an impressive 6-1 record with Josh Delapena ’21, Rhett Parker ’21, Colton Amaral ’22, and Gage O’Briant ’22 leading the charge.

Swimming
Head Coach: Sam Long | Fourth Place Finish
The swim team was very competitive with several swimmers turning in outstanding performances. Among the top Chieftains in the pool were EJ Fulgencio ’21, Mateo Trujillo ’20 and Christian Gomez ’19.

Tennis
Head Coach: Greg Andersen | League 7-7
Palma’s tennis team finished third in the division with a 7-7 league record. Despite just breaking even, Alexander Moret ’19 had an outstanding season. Nick Slater ’20, Hudson Wood ’20 and Simon Bosch ’20 will all be returning in the spring to anchor the 2020 team.
Track & Field
Head Coach: Jason Smith ’87
Chieftains had an undefeated dual-meet season in 2019 with strong performances across the field. Colby Caudill ’19 showed dominance in the triple jump and high jump. Micah Olivas ’20 was powerful in the 200m and long jump. Tommy Padilla ’19 and Moises Benito ’22 stayed in front of the pack in the distance contests and Dane Golden ’20 amassed 18 victories between the 400m, long jump, 4x100m (with Fredrick Barnes ’22, Micah Olivas ’20 and Ben Eastman ’20) and 4x400m (with Erin Limbo ’19, Fredrick Barnes ’22 and Tommy Padilla ’19) relays. He placed in the top four in the 400m among all PCAL divisions (out of 283 athletes) and earned a spot in the CCS trials.

Volleyball
Head Coach: Matthew Cassady ’06 / League 4-8 / Overall 9-8
Volleyball struggled in league with a young team but managed a 9-8 overall record. Matt Morasca ’19, Anthony Scattini ’21, and David Daniels ’19 all demonstrated some impressive V-ball chops.

Playing at the Next Level
Chieftain student-athletes are appreciated at the collegiate level because of the discipline and humility exercised everyday at Palma. These graduates will carry on the tradition of Palma student-athletes. Congratulations on making the team.

Joey Esquivel
MPC
Lobos Football
Jerry Flores
Concordia University
Cavaliers Baseball
Miguel Lizaola
MPC
Lobos Football
Andrew Rivera
MPC
Lobos Football
Grant Sergent
University of San Diego
Toreros Football
2018-2019 Annual Report

Palma School sincerely appreciates those individuals who generously made annual, capital and endowment gifts between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. To accomplish the school’s goals, it takes the support of the entire community — alumni, board members, businesses, faculty, foundations, grandparents, parents, parents of alumni, staff and friends. Through their contributions, these valued constituents ensure that our students continue to have the very best educational experience possible.

Thank you for your generosity and support.

Giving for 2018-2019

Fiscal year July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019

We are privileged to witness the generosity of the extraordinary Palma community who believe in our future as much as they honor the past. The success of our programs and their constant improvement to the highest degree of excellence and innovation depends on your support. The future is bright for Palma School and it is Palma people (students, faculty, staff and you) who are the key to fulfilling our promise and realizing our vision. Thank you for helping us on that journey. I trust I can count on your involvement and generosity again this year! Go Chieftains! It’s going to be another extraordinary year!

Br. Patrick D. Dunne C.F.C.
President

Total Income $8,462,660

| $6,912,780  | Tuition, Fees and Auxiliary Income |
| $506,013   | Palma Fund and Other Unrestricted Donations |
| $323,555   | Athletic Council |
| $119,870   | Scholarship and Other Restricted Donations |
| $106,563   | Parents’ Club and Sober Graduation |
| $262,784   | Bingo (Net) |
| $231,095   | Investment Income |

Total Expenses $9,058,088

| $8,462,660 | Educational / Institutional |
| $36,271    | Plant and Maintenance |
| $13,803    | Financial Aid and Scholarship |
| $1,141,874 | Administrative |
| $331,342   | Athletic Council |
| $86,376    | Parents’ Club and Sober Graduation |
| $233,572   | IAAR Expenses |
| $107,989   | Capital Expenditures |
The President’s Circle

The President’s Circle, established in 2008, gives special recognition to those Palma supporters who have made gifts of $1,000 or more during the preceding fiscal year. Many families, alumni and friends choose to continue their membership in the President’s Circle year after year in recognition of the superior achievements of the school. We salute the following members of the pace-setting group and hope that the power of their example will serve to encourage others to consider investing in Palma School.

Anonymous
Anonymous ’99
A & G Machine Shop, Inc.
A & R Fresh LLC
American Wholesale Flooring, Inc.
Ms. Brenda Rose Angelo
Ausonio Family Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Rose Barich
Barlocker Insurance Services
Tina Barlocker
Gina & David Bassetti
Peggy & Hilary Baustian
Michelle & Greg Beach
Benchmark Steel, Inc.
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Lucia & Michael Boggiatto
Troy Boutonnet
Valerie & Stan Braga
Denise & Vincent Brignolli ’82
Zuzanne & Steve Broom
Mindy & Trey Busch
Zuzzanne & Steve Broom
Denise & Vincent Brigantino ’82
Melissia & David Coventry
Katherine & Louis Cosentino
Correctional Training Facility, Soledad, Sally & Jim Conrad
The Conners Family
Concorso Italiano, Inc.
Gina & Chris Cocketti
Concorso Italiano, Inc.
C.R.O.P. Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Mdg Cabatu
California International Airshow Salinas
Jamie Carr
Joanne & Kevin Castello
Chang Nguyen & Van Ruler, LLP
Barbara & Don Chapin
Cislini Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Coastal Computer Consulting, LLC
Gina & Chris Cocketti
Concorso Italiano, Inc.
The Conners Family
Sally & Jim Conrad
Correctional Training Facility, Soledad, The Phoenix Alliance
Katherine & Louis Cosentino
Melissa & David Coventry
Yanne & Chris Dalman ’88
Mary Deakyne
Dee & Michael Delapena
Marral & Dany Dizon
Cindi & Rick Dodd
Elaine Dotseth
Ed Dowd ’63
Dune Company of Salinas, LLC
EBX Logistics Inc.
Isla & Rudy Escobar
Araceli & Bernabe Espinola
Patsy (Shellene) ’61 & Neil Fanoe, Jr. ’60
Tom Fanoe ’64
Kay Filip
Aana & John FitzGerald
Patricia & Alfred Friedrich
G & H Farms, LLC
Kathleen & Dino Gastello
Gatanaga Nursery
Bea (Ortega) Gifford ’60
Gold Star Buick GMC
Estate of Celeste Golden
Janet Rodgers & Kurt Gollnick
Delia & Pedro Gomez
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Linda & D L Grier
Mr. Michael Hayford
Henry Fanoe Trust
Mr. Ed Hernandez Corona
Rosamaria & Pablo Hernandez
Melanie & Tim Horwath
Kristin & Mike House ’61
Huntington Farms
Roberta (Fanoe) ’59 & Louis Huntington
Patricia & Stephen Jensen
Ruth Johnson
Julia Christensen Charitable Remainder Trust
Pam (Hack) King ’63
Julie Lafferty
Jill & Lon Lanini ’87
Judy & Vic Lanini
Shirley & Sam Lavorato ’55
Leavitt Central Coast Insurance Services
Shelley & James Lipe Jr.
Liu Guo Lit Charitable Foundation
Lucky Ag, Inc.
Luis A. Scattini & Sons, LP
Luis A. Scattini Family LP
Minerva & Bert Lundy
Sudha & Radhakrishnan Manimaran
Margaret & John Marcroft
Alison & Kris Marshall
Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin
Jackie & Richard McBee
Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Nancy & George McInnis
Deborah & Ed Mendoza
Marylu & David Mesa ’73
Diane Ferrari Micheletti & John Micheletti
Mrs. Loma Micheletti *
Pat & Wylie Mitchell
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Russell L. Moore Jr. ’61
Valerie & David Moret
Debi & Jim Morrisoli ’71
Cathy & Mark Mottau
Sarah & Eric Mueller ’01
Keri & Christopher Mulé ’92
Kim & Lit Ng Jr. ’75
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Nielsen
Nino Real Estate
Nita & Tom Nino
Mr. Thomas Nunes, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Michael O’Brien
Ocean Mist Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Orradre
Pacific Valley Bank
Jayshri & Bakul Panchal
Darcy & Allan Panziera
Lois & Eddie Panziera
Jean & Matt Panziera ’74
Pebble Beach Company Foundation
Danielle & John Pernici ’78
Tia & Jeffrey Pulford ’85
R.C. Farms LLC
Genie & Carl Reinhart
Lillian Rianda & Family
Barbara & Clem Richardson, Jr. ’67
Mr. George Richardson, Jr.
April & Chad Ritchie
Vivian & Ruben Rivera
Mrs. Laura Roberti
Yvonne & Joseph Roggio
Annette & John Romans
Judy & Tom Romans
S & S Marketing & Sales Inc.
Stacy & David Sargenti ’93
Jean (Botelho) ’61 & Jim Scattini ’60
Linda & Bennie Schulman
Ofelia & Maurilio Serrano
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Stanley
Mrs. Stella Short
Lori Lazenenni & Gary Silacci ’81
Grace & Comelio Siliano
Jennifer & Dan Sites
Suzan & Sam Slater
Jennifer Murphy-Smith & Jason Smith ’87
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Soares
Steinbeck Country Produce
Barbara Stoffey-Said
Lynnette & Michael Strasser
Sturdy Oil Company
Harry Sweigert
Gary Tavernetti
Amy & Ted Taylor ’04
Linda & Bruce Taylor
Taylor Farms
Joanne Taylor
Heidi Mitchell & Chris Thomas
Pam & Mark Thornton
Amparo Tinajero Garcia
Arnold Togliatti
True Leaf Farms, LLC
The UNI-KOOL Partners
Valley Produce LLC
Tricia & Calvin Van Ruler
Debbie & Michael Vollstedt
Stephanie Wedge
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Werthmann
Workday, Inc.
Wendi & Max Yeater
Brenda & Michael Zanger ’82

*Posthumous
The Palma Fund

Year after year, unrestricted support is critical to sustaining and expanding Palma’s commitment to unparalleled teaching and learning, while helping to address the full financial needs of all students. Tuition alone does not cover the cost of education at any private institution, and Palma is no exception. Palma’s annual giving campaign, The Palma Fund, ensures that all of today’s students have the same unparalleled experience as the generations of students who came before them.

Leadership Clubs

**Blessed Edmund Rice Club**
($10,000 or more)
- Lucia & Michael Boggiatto
- Ciutili Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
- Tom Fanoe ’64
- Estate of Celeste Golden
- Roberta (Fanoe) ’59 & Louis Huntington
- Mr. & Mrs. Mike Orradre
- Pebble Beach Company Foundation
- Annette & John Romans
- Sturdy Oil Company
- Linda & Bruce Taylor
- Joanne Taylor
- Tricia & Calvin Van Ruler

**President’s Club**
($5,000-$9,999)
- Ms. Brenda Rose Angelo
- Patricia & Alfred Friedrich
- Darcy & Allan Panziera
- Lillian Rianda & Family
- Mrs. Val Roberti
- Brenda & Michael Zanger ’82

**Palma Merenti Club**
($2,500-$4,999)
- Ausonio Family Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
- Zuzzanne & Steve Broom
- California International Airshow Salinas
- Jamie Carr
- Gina & Chris Cochetti
- G & H Farms, LLC
- Linda & Bennie Schulman
- Jennifer & Dan Sites
- Mr. & Mrs. Richard Soares
- The UNI-KOOL Partners

**Founder’s Club**
($1,951-$2,499)
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Henry Fanoe Trust
- Huntington Farms
- Alison & Kris Marshall
- Kerri & Christopher Mulé ’92
- Danielle & John Pezzini ’78
- Gerrie & Carl Reinhardt

**Principal’s Club**
($1,500-$1,950)
- Elaine Dotseth
- Kristin & Mike House ’81
- Patricia & Stephen Jensen
- Judy & Vic Lanini
- Shirley & Sam Lavorato ’55
- Tia & Jeffrey Pulford ’65

**Legacy Club**
($1,000-$1,499)
- Anonymous ’99
- A & R Fresh LLC
- Rose Barich
- Tina Barlocker
- Peggy & Hilary Baumstarck
- Bengard Ranch, Inc.
- Valerie & Stan Braga
- Mr. & Mrs. Mog Cabatu
- Barbara & Don Chapin

**The Conners Family**
- Katherine & Louis Cosentino
- Yanne & Chris Dalman ’88
- Mary Deakyne
- Patsy (Shellooe) ’61 & Neil Fanoe, Jr. ’60
- Kay Filce
- Janet Rodgers & Kurt Gollnick
- Rosamaria & Pablo Hernandez
- Melanie & Tim Horwath
- Ruth Johnson
- Pam (Hack) King ’63
- Liu Guo Lit Charitable Foundation
- Margaret & John Marcroft
- Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin
- Mary Ann & John McCarthy
- Nancy & George McInnis
- Pat & Wylie Mitchell
- Russell L. Moore Jr. ’61
- Sarah & Eric Mueller ’01
- Kim & Lit Ng, Jr. ’75
- Nita & Tom Nino
- Mr. Thomas Nunes, Sr.
- Mr. & Mrs. Michael O’Brien
- Lois & Eddie Panziera
- Barbara & Clem Panziera, Jr. ’67
- Judy & Tom Romans
- Stacy & David Richardson, Jr. ’83
- Harry Sweigert
- Gary Tavernetti
- Amy & Ted Taylor ’04
- Arnold Togliatti
- Debbie & Michael Vollstedt
- Workday, Inc.

**Lucas Barba ’20 and Thomas Lundy ’20 at the Mass of the Assumption of Mary**
Admissions Director Raul Rico, Jr. and Athletic Director Rob Bishop prepare food for students.
Palma instructor Jason Moncure visits with parents during Taste of Palma.
Parents help students gear up for the new school year before orientation.
Coach Carnazzo talks to the varsity during Chieftain Spirit Day scrimmage.
Restricted Gifts
The following donors gave for purposes other than the Palma Fund. We are deeply grateful to these individuals who have generously supported special projects within our school departments.

Athletic Council
Crab Feed
Aladin Properties
Amy & Matt Amaral '92
Mrs. Judy Andreaian
Aucosia Incorporated
Leticia & Gabriel Avila
Gina & David Bassetti
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Mr. Owen Blair
Brent Eastman Insurance Services, Inc.
Denise & Vincent Brigantino '82
Joan & Robert Burlison '74
Kelli & Sal Cardinale
Chang Nguyen & Van Ruler, LLP
Cindy Kleinkopf, State Farm Insurance Agent
Gina & Chris Cechetti
Kim & Mike Costa
Cindi & Rick Dodd
Dune Company of Salinas, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Giammanco
Gold Star Buick GMC
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Jodie & Glenn Kaminskis
Mr. & Mrs. Art Kong
Amanda & Michael Kong '04
Lucky AC, Inc.
Margaret D'Arrigo-Martinez & Stephen Martin
Juan Martinez
Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Melissa & Michael Morasca
Nutrien Ag Solutions
Ocean Mist Farms
Pacific Valley Bank
Jeanine M. Pacioni
Gordon Pizzini '94
Mary & Joe Pizzini '77
Rabobank
Camille & Larry Reimal
Tanya & Erich Reinhardt
Yvonne & Joseph Raggio
Ms. Lucy Scattini
Robin Seelye
Jennifer & Dan Sites
Sturdy Oil Company
Marian & David Sullivan
Kelly & Bryan Sutherland
Tricia & Calvin Van Ruler
Corinne & Lonny White
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Yedlicka

Golf Tournament
A & R Fresh LLC
Backus Properties
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Brent Eastman Insurance Services, Inc.
Christopher M. Mulé, DDS, Inc.
Gina & Chris Cechetti
EBX Logistics Inc.
G & H Farms, LLC
Gatanaga Nursery
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Hayashi & Wayland
J. Gibbons & Associates, Inc.
Jeanine M. Pacioni
Tanya & Erich Reinhardt
Rossini's Restaurant
Rossi Bros. Tire & Auto Service
Sacred Heart School
Joan (Botello) '61 & Jim Scattini '60
Mr. & Mrs. George Separovich
Kim & Pat Smith
Steinbeck Country Produce
Jack Tardieu '13
True Leaf Farms, LLC
Urban Lumberjacks Inc.
Valley Trophies & Detectors
Corinne & Lonny White
Brenda & Michael Zanger '82

Scattini Basketball Tournament
Kiana & Chad Amaral '92
Mendy & John Amaral, Jr. '87
Mrs. Marie Amaral
Amy & Matt Amaral '92
Brent Eastman Insurance Services, Inc.
Bronco Van & Storage
Joan & Robert Burlison '74
Chilton & House, LLP Attorneys at Law
Gail & John Delorey
Gene Wiley Insurance Agency
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Henry Hibino Farms, LLC
Holiday Seed Company
Mrs. Bettie Jones
Kleen Globe Ag Services
Luis A. Scattini & Sons, LP
Luis A. Scattini Family LP
Stephanie & Wyatt Maker
The Nunes Company Inc.
Ocean Mist Farms
Pacific Valley Bank
Jean & Matt Panziera '74

Philip T Griffin DDS, INC
Yvonne & Joseph Raggio
Brian Scattini '83
Joan (Botello) '61 & Jim Scattini '60
Margaret & Jim Scattini '81
Sara Scattini
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Company
Wilbur-Ellis Company

All Other Athletic Council Donations
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Capozza
Helen Casillas
Concorso Italiano, Inc.
Robbin & Jason Cook '90
Cook’s Photography
Ms. Tiana Davidow
Mrs. Mary Ellen Hague
Mrs. Paula McDermott
Viv (Brinbine) Medina '66
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Valerie & David Moret
Ocean Mist Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Fernando Oliveira

Blessed Edmund Rice Society
Membership
Acme Plumbing
Diana & Giuseppe Aiello
Connie & Fiorentino Areliano
Chona Pua & Eric Asuncion
Michele & Bill Backus
Gina & David Bassetti
Peggy & Hillary Baumberstark
Michelle & Greg Beach
Jodi & Ed Bennett
Troy Boutonnet
Patty & Frank Busch
Virginia & Adam Carlos
Devon Corpus
Melissa & David Coventry
Gina & Grant Cremer
Lisa & Jean de Marignac
Dee & Michael Delapena
Marral & Davy Dizon
Cindi & Rick Dodd
Maureen & Brent Eastman '81
Ima & Rudy Escobar
Araelei & Bernabe Espinola
Karina & Carlos Esquivel
Aama & John Fitzgerald

Kathleen & Dino Gastello
Delia & Pedro Gomez
Stacey & Brian Gooder
Ms. Beverly Grant
Linda & D. L. Grier
Aracely Corona & Faustino Hernandez
Kristin & Peter Iverson
Kathy Ju
Jodie & Glenn Kaminskis
Julie Laferty
Jill & Lon Lanini '87
Andrea & Jason Lathos '86
Tina & Sam Lavorato '83
Remy & Ed Limbo
Shelley & James Lipe Jr.
Erick Lombardi '21
Minerva & Bert Lundy
The Macias Family
Sudha & Radhakrishnan Manimaran
Mrs. Saraina Mendenall
Valerie & David Moret
Nita & Tom Nino
Virginia Garza-Núñez & Roberto Núñez
Maia A. Olsanovski
Stephanie & Matt Ottone
Jayshi & Bakul Panchal
Danielle & John Pizzini '78
Laura & Bob Pinti '73
Laura Davis & Joel Raveria
Tanya & Erich Reinhardt
April & Chad Ritchie
Jhoanna & Pablo Santos
Serina Andrade & Isaac Sarabia
Margaret & Jim Scattini '81
Olelia & Maurilio Serrano
Valarie & Pete Serrato
Holly & Mike Shannon
Nelia & Carl Silvania
Jennifer & Dan Sites
Suzan & Sam Slater
Barbara Stoffey-Said
Kelly & Bryan Sutherland
Heidi Mitchell & Chris Thomas
Teresa Moncada-Whitehead & John Whitehead
Dessie & Steven Zanger

Mexico Mission
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Aiotti
American Wholesale Flooring, Inc.
Gina & David Bassetti
Peggy & Hillary Baumberstark
Michelle & Greg Beach
Benchmark Steel, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. George Bennett
Pamela & Corey Butler
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Carroll
Mr. & Mrs. George Coo
Melissa & David Coventry
Noelle & Barton Cremer
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Cremer
Gina & Grant Cremer
Sheelli & Steve Davis
Lisa & Jean de Marignac
Dee & Michael Delapena
Mary & Susan Goodman
Cindi & Rick Dodd
Irma & Rudy Escobar
Araelei & Bernabe Espinola
Karina & Carlos Esquivel
Melissa & David Coventry
Nita & Tom Nino
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Oliver
Sara Scattini
Margaret & Jim Scattini '81
Sara Scattini
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Company
Wilbur-Ellis Company
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Senior Richard Vasquez leads Mass with the Psalm.
St. Patrick’s Luncheon
Ausonio Incorporated
Amalasia & Lai Hueh
Kristin & Peter Iverson
Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin
Ms. Arudth Seever
Smart & Final Charitable Foundation
Charlott & Jesus Varela

Sober Graduation
128 Produce
1st Capital Bank
A & J Produce Corp.
A & R Fresh LLC
American AgCredit, FLCA
American Cooling Inc.
American Wholesale Flooring, Inc.
Ausonio Incorporated
Backus Properties
Barlocker Insurance Services
Sharri & Victor Bartolotta
Bassetti Farms, LLC
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Blazer Wilkinson LP
Brent Eastman Insurance Services, Inc.

Susie & Stan Brusa
Carol & Lou Calacagno
Joine & Chip Campion ’88
Casa De Fruta
Christopher M. Mulé, DDS, Inc.
Church Brothers, LLC
Kim & Mike Costa
Credit Consulting Services, Inc.
Ms. Jennifer Dalton
D’Arrigo Bros. Co. of California EDX Logistics Inc.
Irma & Rudy Escobar
Angel & Fermin Fuentes
Kathleen & Dino Gastello
Garatana Nursery
Delia & Pedro Gomez
Mr. Michael Hayford
Jackpot Harvesting, Inc.
Patrice & Todd Kinion
Lori & Tom Koster
L.A. Heame Company
Shirley & Sam Lavorato ’55
Luis A. Scatinni & Sons, LP
Joetta & Bill Lynn
Mann Packing Company, Inc.
Judi & Roy Martinez ’88
Julie & Steve McCarty
Teresa & Kelly McMllin
Stacey & Dan Milanaes
Judy & David Molinari
Monteey Peninsula Foundation
Kelly & Phillip Nicholson
Nita & Tom Nino
Notre Dame High School Foundation
The Nurses Company Inc.
Linda & Edward Ortega
Pacific International Marketing, Inc.
Palma School Parents’ Club
Danielle & John Pezzini ’78
Pinnacle Bank
R.C. Farms LLC
Rick & Tonya Arllest Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Regina & Tom Ricordan
Rossi Bros. Tire & Auto Service
S & S Marketing & Sales Inc.
Sabor Farms, LLC
Mr. Giuseppe Savona
Lori Lazzerini & Gary Silacci ’81
Ms. Steffanie Smith
Springfield Farms
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Company
Kelly & Bryan Sutherland
The Fish Hopper
Heidi Mitchell & Chris Thomas

True Leaf Farms, LLC
Valley Produce LLC
Tiricia & Calvin Van Ruler
Wilbur-Ellis Company
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Zook

All Other Restricted Funds
Midge Alldrich
American Door & Gates
Amerom Enterprises, Inc.
Jenny & Rene Arbuz ’97
Jacqueline & Bill Azuma
Michelle & Greg Beach
Kathryn & J.D. Black
Denise & Vincento Braitangino ’82
Avie & Shane Calabro
Flavia & James Calusdian
Jamie Carr
Gina & Chris Cochetti
Glenna & Donald Datta
Marial & Davy Dixon
Mrs. Patricia Goldman
Diana & Robert Kawamoto
Susie & David Martinez ’87
Julie & Steve McCarty
Sheila Molinari
Nita & Tom Nino
Judy Wilkinson & Ric Romero
Connie Rossi-Rains
Lori Lazzerini & Gary Silacci ’81
Susan & Sam Slater
UMS Marketing LLC
Wendi & Max Yeater
Dessie & Steven Zanger

Gifts In Kind
Each year, Palma School receives tangible gifts of personal property, equipment and special services which add immeasurably to our school events.
Aladin Properties
Allure Salon
Kiana & Chad Amaral ’92
American Supply Company
Anthony Lombardo & Associates
Aqua Blue
Br. Charles Awendano, C.F.C.
Backus Properties
Kevin Le & George Beach, Jr. ’98
Bernardus Lodge & Spa
Blue Acas Bake Shoppe
Braga Farms
California Redo Salinas
Amanda & Mark Campion ’94
Casa De Fruta
Casona on Main

Barbara & Don Chapin
Church Brothers, LLC
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Cleary
Cook’s Photography
Corra di Tierra Country Club
Mr. Andrew D’Arrigo
Lillian & Bryan DaSilva ’90
Ms. Nadine DaSilva
Del Rey Car Wash
Delicato Family Vineyards
Pat Donohue ’74
Dune Company of Salinas, LLC
Ms. Ania Escamilla
Karina & Carlos Esquivel
Farmers Union Pour House
Flawless Beauty
Folktales Winery
Functional Fitness
Kathleen & Dino Gastello
Gifts on the Go
Mr. & Mrs. David Gill
Ms. Georgia Gillenwater
Gino’s Family Restaurant Group
Growers Pub
Hartnell College
Ms. Haley Hitchman
Mr. John Holder
Katherine Huesbeck
Ms. Patricia Ingram
Kelly-Moore Paint Company, Inc.
Kokoro Sushi
Kristy’s Donuts
La Casa del Sazon
Shelley & James Lipe Jr.
Mr. David Lometti
Mary Catherine & Michael Malley
Mann Packing Company, Inc.
Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin
McWherter’s Jewelers
Stacey & Dan Milanaes
Mission Linen Supply
Mommarazzi Photography
Tiana Nelson
Jillian C. Newman
Angela & Gerry Nielsen ’79
Nob Hill Foods
Ottoni Leach & Ray LLP
Pasta Mia
Pastability’s
Pebble Beach Company
Ms. Casey Pemberton
Plays Well With Food
Portobello’s
Purenk Aesthetic Salon
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Riley
Rooing Mice Art Studio

Russo’s Produce
Mr. & Mrs. Ricardo Salas
Same Day Shred, LP
San Francisco 49ers
Savemart Supermarkets
Margaret & Jim Scatinni ’81
Scheid Vineyards, Inc.
Mr. Kenneth Silacci
Suan & Sam Slater
Smith Family Wines
Ms. Christy Stacy
Star Cleaners
Starbucks
Sunset Center
SVMH
Harry Sweigert
Swenson & Silacci Flowers
Drew Taylor ‘01
Taylor Farms
Tohama Golf Club
Tri Cord Tradeshow Services
Tutor Doctor
Anastasia Wood
Marie & Anthony Wood
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Yedlicka
Dessie & Steven Zanger
Zephyr’s 1 Stop

Matching Gifts from Corporations
It is possible for donors to double their giving by participating in their companies/ matching gifts program. Palma thanks the following matching gift companies:
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Chevron Matching Employee Funds
Costco
PG&E Corporation Foundation
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Weils Foundation Educational Matching Gift Program
Workday, Inc.
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In Memory of

Gifts in memory provide a lasting tribute. Palma thanks the following individuals for their kindness in memory of others.

(As of June 30, 2019.)

Shahin Anable
Leonard Anable

Rick Antle
Connie Quinlan

Marion Barich
Laura & Frank Barich & Family
Joan & Robert Burlison ’74
Mr. & Mrs. Mario Ferrari
Nette & J.A. Ferrasci
Mrs. Hilda Gagnon
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Kjeldgaard
Shirley & Sam Lavorato ’55
Mr. Donald Teegen

Robert Barich ’73
Rose Barich
Lynne & Michael Lauritson ’73

Leonard Anable
Shahin H. Anable

Allen Bengston, Jr. ’03
Barbara & Clem Richardson, Jr. ’67

Nancy Bravo
Sharyl Currie

Norm Braga
Audra & Rob Vaccarezza

Ralph Brigantine
Sharyl Currie

Jovita & Ignacio Cabatu
Mr. & Mrs. Mog Cabatu

Armand Cimino ’62
Barbara & Clem Richardson, Jr. ’67

Brother Castle, C.F.C.
Patsy (Shellflee) ’61 & Neil Fanoe, Jr. ’60

Bob Cava
Claudia & Gavin Kistinger ’88
Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Dianne (de Lorimier) ’59 & Thomas Mouisset

Steve Clayton ’76
Zuczanne & Steve Broom
MaryAnn & Steve Steinbach

Martine “Tiek” Colyn
Brother Michael Segvich

Susan Corl
Stephanie & Gregory Scattini ’86

Arma “Bunny” Croft
Mrs. Sharyl Currie

Phyllis D’Arrigo
The Uni-Kool Partners

Brother Frank Dalton, C.F.C.
Kerri & Christopher Mulé ’92

Corrine Dedaux & Angel the Dog
Don Dedaux ’82

Kathleen & Edward J. Dunne
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.

Jose “Joe” Esquivel
The Dobler Family
Rita Richardson & Mark Mitani

Mike Fanoe ’62
Barbara & Clem Richardson, Jr. ’67

Gerald D. Flowers
Joseph M. Aliotto ’80

Del Garlinger
Mary (Garlinger) ’64 & Mike McMahon

Steve Gerov ’74
Pat Donohue ’74

Robert D. Gutierrez
Rick Gutierrez ’71

Norman Graulich
Paula & Jim Guidotti

Henry Hibino
Rincon Farms, Inc

M. Katherine Holzhausen
Leslie & Gary Holzhausen

Chris Huttonhoff ’73
Lynne & Michael Lauritson ’73

Rosalee (Atkins) Johnson ’57
Deborah Johnson
The Uni-Kool Partners

Richard Jufiar, Sr.
Richard Jufiar, Jr. ’69

John Kelso
Julie & Joseph Garvin

Dr. John & Dian Kistinger
Claudia & Gavin Kistinger ’88

The Klos Family
Janet (Klos) Richards ’59

Mickey Linehan ’12
Cathy & Con Linehan
Shivan Singh ’12

Alexis Claire Martin
Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin

John “Butch” Massa ’58
Barbara & Clem Richardson, Jr. ’67

Michael McDermott ’04
Anonymous
Ms. Julie Barberi
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Capozza
Mrs. Helen Casillas
Mrs. Claire Del Curto
Maureen & Brent Eastman ’81
Ms. Clarice Felica
Ms. Phyllis Fortino
Mrs. Mary Ellen Hage
Beverly (Stolich) Holthouse ’59
Mrs. Paula McDermott
Viv (Brisbine) Medina ’80
Mrs. Pauline Mifsud
Mr. & Mrs. Fernando Oliveira
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Poggi
Camille Stevens & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Werthmann

Br. Charles Manus, C.F.C.
Pauahi & Patrick Sheehy ’58

Lorna Micheletti
Ms. Elaine Bedell
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Boles
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Chu
Sharon & Norm Costa
Mr. & Mrs. Neal Fouts
Mr. & Mrs. James Galli
Margaret & George Garibay
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Honda
Spencer Jilek, D.D.S.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Job
Ruth Johnson
Madsen Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Roland Mangiantini
Terry & Ted Martinez
Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Joanne & David Micheletti
Diane Ferrari Micheletti & John Micheletti
Mr. & Mrs. Lenny Pellizzari
Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Sweeney
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Underkoffler

Joseph Micheli ’82
Mrs. Angela Micheli

William “Bill” Mifsud
Michelle & Mike Mifsud ’84

Blake Mitchell
Judy & Tom Romans

Tyler Mitchell ’96
Judy & Tom Romans

Louise & Victor Molinari
Mr. & Mrs. John V. Molinari

Lola & Fred Monroe
Mike Monroe ’66

Alexander Mottau ’09
Denise & Vincent Brigantino ’82
Ms. Tianna Davidow

Coach William O’Brian
Judy & Wayne Ganvis ’62

John Oliverio ’69
Valerie & Kellen Griffin ’03

Robert Pacheco III
Ruth Rodriguez

Gary Parola ’64
Cyndy & Randy Pierson ’72

Gordon Plaskett
Barbara Plaskett

Francis “Sunny” Riauda
Amy & Jeff Riauda ’83
Lillian Riauda & Family

Val Roberti
Lara Roberti

Leonie & Howard Rose
Brenda Rose Angelo

Marguerite N. Ross
Coach Angelo Ross, Jr.

Emilio Rossi
Michele & Georgia Filice
Mrs. Patricia Goldman
Patricia & Stephen Jensen
Order Sons & Daughters of Italy in
America
Linda & Jim Pinni ’67
Mr. John Pineda
Connie Rossi-Rains

Earl Rowland
Debbie Soares

Todd Robey ’87
Janelle & Brian Atwell ’87
Daniel Jaramillo ’93
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Werthmann

Marian Ryan
Rincon Farms

Thais Attinger Salmina
Judy & William Salmina ’58

Joanne (Hartnell) Silacci ’55
Mr. Kenneth Silacci

Calvin Short
Stella Short

Thomas Soares
Mary Ann & John McCarthy

Eugene Tissot
Mrs. Gerry Hitchcock

Brian Trenner ’97
Monterey County Regional Fire District

831.422.6391
During the summer the MPB received a makeover by campus maintenance chief Luis Castro and son Arturo.

In Honor of

Gifts in honor provide a lasting tribute. Palma thanks the following individuals for their kindness in honor of others.
(As of June 30, 2019.)

Nicholas Anastas Jr. & Sr.
Lois & Eddie Panziera

Guy Bessey ’21
Mr. & Mrs. Charles V. Thornton

Sean Bosch ’22
Aki & Kevin Bosch

Simon Bosch ’20
Aki & Kevin Bosch

Rex Butler ’21
Sherry & Don Butler
Barbara Kinney & Albert Ham

Cava Family
Claudia & Gavin Kistinger ’88

2002 Cheerleader, Katrina Carmichael
Lynn & Robin Carmichael

Class of 1957
Sr. Elizabeth Plesche, SND ’57

Class of 1965
Tia & Jeffrey Pulzini ’85

Class of 2012
Jessica & Don Clary

Class of 2013
Martin Zemicki ’13

Class of 2019
Danielle & John Pezzini ’78
Workday, Inc.

Drew Dalman ’17
James T. Conn

Sarah DeSantis
Sally (Smith) ’53 & Richard Rhodes

Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
Jane & Gary Gasperson
Coach Angelo Ross, Jr.
MaryAnn & Steve Steinbach

Dino Lazzerini ’21
Mr. & Mrs. Bernie Rivera

Garrett Maker ’18 & Wyatt Maker ’16
Stephanie & Wyatt Maker

Kathleen Marsh
Lucia & Michael Boggiatto

Lyric & John McCarthy ’00
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Lopes

Mary Ann & John McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Lopes

Casey McFarland ’00
Barbara & Craig McFarland

Henry McKelvie ’20
Mark McKelvie

Matthew Morales ’19
Lola & James Carlson

Andrew Rivera ’19
Vivian & Ruben Rivera

Garett Sabaska ’09 & Ty Sabaska ’05
Krista & Tom Sabaska

Raymond Sillano ’19
Grace & Corinne Sillano

Kelly & Bryan Sutherland
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Lopes

The Taylor Boys
Alex ’99, Drew ’01, Ted ’04, Brett ’07,
Bruce ’10, Garrett ’10
Joanne Taylor

Carlos Vargas ’22
Mr. & Mrs. Rudy Rodriguez
If this issue of the President's Report from Palma School is addressed to your son who no longer maintains a permanent address at your home, please help us update our records by calling the Alumni Relations office (831) 422-2309 or email the correct address to alumni@palmaschool.org.

At Palma, welcome is not just a word...it is a commitment to become a friend and mentor. Welcome is the first step to a life-long journey of brothers. That's a powerful start.

Where boys of promise become men of character.